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 همه سر به سر تن به کشتن دهيم        از آن به که کشور به دشمن دهيم
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US vs EU Who worse? 

 

Amongthe revolutionary people of Venezuela, all kinds of aggressions are multiplying. 

These people know what Washington is promoting: blocking its first-class products, 

including against the global pandemic, hijacking its companies, threatening invasion and 

attacking its president, all this to promote a popular revolt and justify an intervention in 

the name of freedom in the style of its usual strategy to seize the wealth of others. 
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But this people knows the history of the USA, a nation created by European adventurers 

who, to conquer their territory, exterminated a large part of the natives; to expand it 

invaded neighboring nations; to become a world power, it bombed defenceless civilian 

populations; and with the intention of dominating the world, he established military bases 

around the world. In Latin America, with direct or covert actions, it continues to 

overthrow and assassinate progressive presidents to impose others more submissive. 

In contemporary times, Washington changed its strategy of military operations to alliances 

with "contractors" and servile governments. Last October, with the complicity of the 

government of Cape Verde, he kidnapped Venezuelan diplomat Alex Saab on a mission 

against the blockade to obtain supplies of fuel, food and medicine. In December, he 

managed to get the Netherlands to ban an official flight of the Venezuelan vice president 

to appear before the International Criminal Court in The Hague. 
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Alineados a Washington, países de la Unión Europea como Inglaterra, Portugal, España, 

Alemania, Holanda y Francia, brindan protección a prófugos de la ley venezolana por 

delitos de incitación a la violencia con víctimas fatales, golpes de Estado, secuestro de 

bienes y sin decencia reconocen un títere autoproclamado presidente de Venezuela. Son 

cómplices para bloquear cuentas bancarias y reservas de oro que Venezuela depositó en 

sus bancos. 

 

But the Venezuelan people face unilateral sanctions with courage and dignity, well aware 

of who and why they induce them. He manifested this in his last elections when he 

resoundingly defeated what he describes as his stateless opposition. 

Dignity would be if the British justice system did not submit to Washington to extradite 

the journalist Julian Assange for having revealed to the world the crimes against humanity 

committed by the US. Dignity would also be that the big media do not continue to lend 

themselves to subtle or rude lies, to manipulate the popular mobilizations that cry out to 

save Assange's life. 
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US vs. EU? Judge the reader for himself, in the face of criminal sanctions who is worse: 

the intellectual author or the material author. 

Jean Araud for La Pluma, January 11, 2022 
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